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The genetic quest to understand COVID- 19

Professor Edward Holmes, an evolutionary virologist at the Schools 
of Life and Environmental Sciences and of Medical Sciences at the 
University of Sydney, has co- authored an article with Chinese col-
leagues published in Nature which reports that a coronavirus similar 
to that now infecting humans has been identified in Malayan pan-
golins in southern China. Understanding the pathway by which the 
novel coronavirus has passed from animals to humans will not only 
help during the current pandemic but will assist identify future threats 
from other zoonotic coronaviruses. “It is striking is that the pangolin 
viruses contain some genomic regions that are very closely related to 
the human virus,” said Professor Holmes. “The most important of these 
is the receptor binding domain that dictates how the virus is able to 
attach and infect human cells. It is clear that wildlife contains many 
coronaviruses that could potentially emerge in humans in the future. 
A crucial lesson from this pandemic to help prevent the next one is that 
humans must reduce their exposure to wildlife, for example by banning 
‘wet markets’ and the trade in wildlife.” In a letter, published in Nature 

Medicine, Professor Holmes and colleagues wrote that SARS- CoV- 2 was 
not a laboratory construct or deliberately manipulated virus. “In real-
ity, this is the sort of natural disease emergence event that researchers 
in the field like myself have been warning about for many years.” In a 
third paper, a commentary published in Cell, Professor Holmes and his 
co- author wrote that COVID- 19 “is likely to become the fifth endemic 
coronavirus in the human population”. They conclude that “coronavi-
ruses clearly have the capacity to jump species boundaries and adapt to 
new hosts, making it straightforward to predict that more will emerge 
in the future”.

https://www.nature.com/artic les/s41586-020-2169-0
https://www.nature.com/artic les/s41591-020-0820-9
https://www.cell.com/cell/fullt ext/S0092-8674(20)30328-7

Microbiome may hold key to identifying cervical cancer risk

Gardnerella bacteria in the cervicovaginal microbiome may serve 
as a biomarker for identifying women infected with human papillo-
mavirus (HPV) who are at risk of progression to pre- cancer, accord-
ing to a study published in PLoS Pathogens. Their findings could lead 
to therapeutic strategies that manipulate the microbiome to prevent 
disease progression. It is unclear why only a small proportion of high 
risk HPV infections progress to cervical cancer. The researchers there-
fore evaluated cervical samples from 273 participants in the Costa Rica 
HPV Vaccine Trial with such infections. They found that abundance of 
Lactobacillus iners was associated with clearance of high risk HPV in-
fections, whereas Gardnerella bacteria were the dominant biomarker for 
progression, mediated by increased cervicovaginal bacterial diversity 
immediately before progression of a persistent infection to pre- cancer. 
These findings suggest that monitoring Gardnerella and the subsequent 
elevation in microbial diversity could be used to identify women with 
persistent high risk HPV infections at higher risk of progression to pre- 
cancer. If future studies support this hypothesis, it may be possible to 
manipulate the cervicovaginal microbiome so as to activate a local im-
mune response and thereby prevent disease progression.

https://journ als.plos.org/plosp athog ens/artic le?id=10.1371/journ al.ppat.1008376
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MJA PODCASTS
Associate Professor Denese Playford is medical 
educator for the Rural Clinical School of WA, immediate 
past coordinator of scholarly activity for the School of 
Medicine, and stream coordinator for service learning 
in the School of Medicine. She discusses her co- authored 
research into the decline in medical students becoming 
GPs, published online on 13 April 2020.

Associate Professor Peter Hamblin is Head of 
Endocrinology and Diabetes at Western Health, and 
a consultant endocrinologist at The Alfred Hospital in 
Melbourne. He talks about the role of SGLT2 inhibitors 
in diabetic ketoacidosis, to accompany his co- authored 
perspective published in this issue.

Most read MJA articles online
1. Preprint: Consensus statement: Safe Airway Society principles of airway 
management and tracheal intubation specific to the COVID- 19 adult patient group
Brewster et al.

2. Perspective: An outbreak of COVID‐19 caused by a new coronavirus: what we 
know so far
Cheng and Williamson; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50530

3. Preprint: Impact of corticosteroid treatment in patients with coronavirus 
disease 2019
Zha et al.

4. Preprint: Early clinical response to a high consequence infectious disease 
outbreak at the Royal Melbourne Hospital Emergency Department – insights 
from COVID- 19
Rojek et al.

5. Preprint: Isolation and rapid sharing of the 2019 novel coronavirus (SAR- CoV- 2) 
from the first diagnosis of COVID- 19 in Australia
Catton et al.

Most read InSight+ articles
1. News: COVID- 19: context is everything
Swannell; https://insig htplus.mja.com.au/2020/9/covid-19-conte xt-is-every thing/

2. Views: COVID- 19: Frontline GPs need consistent advice
Mann; https://insig htplus.mja.com.au/2020/10/covid-19-front line-gps-need-consi stent-advic e/

3. Views: COVID- 19: we need health services researchers in hospitals now
Clay- Williams and Braithwaite; https://insig htplus.mja.com.au/2020/10/covid-19-we-need-
health-servi ces-resea rchers-in-hospi tals-now/

4. Views: Coronavirus: holding a mirror up to our society
McCredie; https://insig htplus.mja.com.au/2020/9/coron avirus-holdi ng-a-mirror-up-to-our-socie ty/

5. Views: COVID- 19 infection, isolation and action
Hull; https://insig htplus.mja.com.au/2020/10/covid-19-infec tion-isola tion-and-actio n/
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20   Research letter: Characteristics, treatment and complications of herpes 
zoster ophthalmicus at a tertiary eye hospital
Chakrabarti et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50554

20   Research letter: Use of stereotactic radiosurgery for the management of 
brain metastases in Victoria from 2012 to 2017
Ong et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50573

20   Research letter: Exceedances of national air quality standards for particulate 
matter in Western Australia: sources and health- related impacts
Borchers Arriagada et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50547

20   Podcast: Associate Professor Peter Hamblin, is Head of Endocrinology and 
Diabetes at Western Health, and a consultant endocrinologist at The Alfred 
Hospital in Melbourne. He talks about the role of SGLT2 inhibitors in diabetic 
ketoacidosis

13    Perspective: One disease, two vaccines: challenges in prevention of 
meningococcal disease
Beard et al; doi: 10.5694/50567

13    Research: Improving acute stroke care in regional hospitals: early impact of 
the Victorian Stroke Telemedicine program
Bladin et al; doi: 10.5694/50570

13    Research letter: Decline in new medical graduates registered as general 
practitioners
Playford et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50563

13    Podcast: Associate Professor Denese Playford is medical educator for 
the Rural Clinical School of WA, immediate past co- ordinator of Scholarly 
Activity for The School of Medicine. She discusses the decline in the numbers 
of medical students becoming GPs

 6   Narrative review: Chronic fatigue syndrome: progress and possibilities
Sandler et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50553

 6   Podcast: Professor Andrew Lloyd, Head of the Viral Immunology Systems 
Program in the Kirby Institute, the National Centre for Cancer Survivorship 
and the UNSW Fatigue Clinic, talks about chronic fatigue syndrome

 6   Research: Impact of changing a model of care and employing general 
practitioners within residential aged care facilities: a stepped- wedge, cluster 
randomised trial
Haines et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50565

 6   Podcast: Mrs Sharon Sitters, Lecturer in Medical Imaging at the Unitec 
Institute of Technology in Auckland, talks about slavery’s role in the 
production of medical supplies

MARCH

30   Perspective: Queensland’s new Human Rights Act and the right to access 
health services
Brolan; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50558

30   Podcast: Dr Claire Brolan, a Research Fellow at the Centre for Policy Futures 
at the University of Queensland, talks about the challenges of making the 
right to health law

30   Research: Australia will need to increase testing to achieve hepatitis C 
elimination
Scott et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50544

23   Research letter: Unprecedented smoke- related health burden associated 
with the extreme 2019–20 bushfires in eastern Australia
Borchers- Arriagado et al; doi: 10.5694/mja2.50545
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